Patient Testimonials
Shannon & Stewart, USA
“I was so happy that I could stay with my own doctor and
not have to switch doctors to work with the many wonderful
donors at The World Egg Bank.”
Mary Ellen, Australia
“After I found the donor I’d always wanted, I felt a gratitude
and a connection to her that was completely unexpected.”
Wendy, Canada
“My daughter is a blessing. She may be considered a medical
miracle, but she is a blessing. She is mine, and it’s awesome.”
Janet & Mark, USA
“The World Egg Bank took such good care of our donor.
It was important to us that she understood we wanted
the best for her.”

About Us
Expertise and Experience

As the first Egg Bank in the world, we have over 23 years of experience
exclusively managing donor services. Our history of maintaining stringent
quality control systems, safe shipment of eggs, and operating with a singular
focus of providing quality donor eggs, distinguishes us over any other egg
bank. The World Egg Bank is the only egg bank that fully manages our entire
operation from donor selection, screening, stimulation, and verification to
donor ova shipping in our own state of the art facility with our own team of
experts. We are the only egg bank that does not contract our operations to
another network or affiliate clinic and as such, we stand behind our consistent
and excellent donor ova. We offer you peace of mind in knowing that we
have optimized your pregnancy goals with our quality ova.
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Excellence

The World Egg Bank has the largest selection of vitrified, banked donor
ova in the world. You will find your best family match with ease among our
extensive database of 400 highly screened donors and thousands of banked
eggs. We are available to help navigate the decision-making process. Our
egg donor’s full profiles are easily available to you for free online at your
convenience.

Compliance

The World Egg Bank and its donors comply with legislative guidelines
worldwide, as well as meeting ASRM, FDA, HFEA (UK), Canadian, and
Australian compliance requirements. Our laboratory is nationally certified,
including specific requirements set by the states of New York and California.
Our egg donor testing exceeds any other standard criteria offered elsewhere.
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The Different Patient Options
1. Premium Banked Eggs – Immediately Available

In this process, the donor has already been screened, stimulated, and eggs retrieved
and frozen. Recipients select eggs, we ship the frozen eggs directly to your clinic for
egg warming, fertilization and transfer.
• 6 premium frozen eggs: $16,500
• Asian fee (if applicable): $3,000
• Additional premium frozen eggs: $2,750 each

2. Baby Bundle Discount – Immediately Available

Create a custom cohort of 6 donor eggs from lots of 2, 3 or 4 eggs remaining
from our premium donors at a reduced rate.
• 6 frozen eggs: $10,500
• Additional frozen remainder premium eggs: $1,750 each

choice

3. Plan Ahead Discount – Immediately Available

Obtain a cohort of 6 premium banked eggs and receive a second cohort of 6
premium banked eggs from the same or different donor at a discounted rate.
• 6 premium frozen eggs: $16,500
• Additional 6 premium frozen eggs: $14,500

gi v i n g y ou a ch oi ce
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4. The Family Bundle: Custom Choice™ Donors

When recipients are planning a family with more than one child, they can
select their own custom donor. She completes a fresh donor cycle and we
freeze all of her eggs for one recipient. Clinics can warm, fertilize, transfer
embryos, and retain remaining embryos for true siblings.
• All of the eggs: $33,000
• Asian fee (if applicable): $3,000
• Donor travel (if applicable): $3,000

5. Embryo Option

After selecting one of our options above, we fertilize the eggs with the Intended
Parent’s or donor sperm and have the embryos frozen and shipped to the clinic.
Costs (in addition to selected option above and shipping):
• Embryo Creation: $3,000
• Shipment of Sperm: $350

Shipping:

$500 Domestic; $750 Canada; $1600 Other International

*50%-64% of recipients obtain a second transfer from our first cohort of 6 eggs
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Pregnancy Rates
The World Egg Bank takes great pride in reporting accurate and clear pregnancy outcome data. All of our data is derived only from our vitrified, shipped
ova. We do not hand pick data from larger, more experienced clinics nor do
we co-mingle outcomes from a clinic’s own in-house donor (fresh or frozen)
program. Our pregnancy rates reflect an ongoing clinical pregnancy - we do
not include biochemical pregnancies in our data.
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Our rates represent only the first transfer from a cohort of 6 ova. 50-64% of
our first cohort of six eggs has one or more frozen embryo for another embryo
transfer, without obtaining additional ova.

s u c ces s in pr egnancy r ates
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Financial Options & Assurances
Peace of Mind Payment Plan™

The Peace of Mind Payment Plan™ allows you to divide the cost of your donor
selection into three equal payments over a three month period. This program
applies only for services and products supplied by The World Egg Bank. You
do not have to complete an application or qualify to take advantage of this
payment plan.

CapexMD

We are a member of the CapexMD network, which provides competitive
financing for Intended Parents working with The World Egg Bank. Currently,
this is a financing option for residents of the United States only. You can visit
our website to complete the free online application with next day results.

Ova Assurance™

If your shipment arrives at your clinic damaged and unusable due to freight
mishandling in transit, you will receive a new cohort of eggs for free. Ova
Assurance™ does not void or change any existing guarantees
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Guarantees like No Other
The World Egg Bank is the only egg bank that can ensure you receive the
very best, consistent quality donor ova. We know this because we manage
all of our donor recruiting, screening, stimulation, egg retrievals, vitrification,
and shipping from our one of a kind medical facility that focuses solely on egg
donation. We do not contract out to ‘network’ or ‘affiliate’ IVF clinics. We stand
behind all of our administrative, clinical and laboratory operations, because the
same experienced, highly-skilled staff does all of our work at our own facility.

Guarantee for Premium Banked Eggs and Plan Ahead Discount:

The World Egg Bank offers a guarantee of one embryo per cohort of 6 eggs
or you receive a replacement cohort of 6 eggs for free.

guarantee
Guarantee for Family Bundle:

The World Egg Bank wants to offer a peace of mind to all of our intended
parents. In the unlikely event that you receive less than 6 eggs from your
Custom Choice™ Donor, we will cycle another donor at no cost to you. The
World Egg Bank will also guarantee one embryo per cohort of six eggs.

Guarantee for Embryo:

The World Egg Bank will guarantee the survival and vitrification of one
embryo (blastocyst) per cohort of 6 eggs.

en s u r es th e bes t ou tcom e
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7227 N. 16th Street, Suite 160
Phoenix, Arizona USA 85020
Phone 1.877.331.2427
Fax 602.678.0328
www.theworldeggbank.com
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